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Abstract: The problem of designing a decentralised control scheme for a class of linear large scale
interconnected systems with norm-bounded time-varying parameter uncertainties under a class of
control failures is addressed. These failures are described by a model that considers possible
outages or partial failures in every single actuator of each decentralised controller. The control
design is performed through two steps. First, a decentralised reliable guaranteed cost control set
is derived and, second, a feasible linear matrix inequalities procedure is presented for the effective
construction of the control set. A numerical example illustrates the efficiency of the proposed
control scheme.o1 Introduction
Three important issues arise when dealing with the control
of interconnected systems. One concerns the practical limit-
ations in the number and the structure of the feedback loops,
which motivates decentralised control schemes. Another
aspect concerns the presence of uncertainties both in the
subsystems and in the interconnections. A third issue is
the reliability of the control systems against component fail-
ures. Failures are often encountered in real engineering
systems and they may be a source of instability. This is of
particular importance in interconnected systems, as failures
may appear independently in each subsystem or actuator
channel in the form of total outage or partial degradation.
Two main directions have been proposed in the literature
for the design of reliable controllers. One uses multiple
redundant controls [1, 2]. The other direction aims to
design controls without redundancy by ensuring stability
and some degree of performance for specified classes of
admissible failures of particular control components [3].
Seeking for stability and performance, classical quadratic
optimal control has been used for reliable design [4–6].
In order to address robustness issues, reliable optimal con-
trollers have been designed by using H2/H1 tools [7, 8],
integral constraints [9] and the so called guaranteed cost
control (GCC).
The GCC approach was proposed as a ‘natural’ extension
of the classical LQ control for linear systems with para-
metric uncertainties. The conceptual objective is to design
a feedback controller such that, for all admissible uncertain-
ties, the closed-loop is asymptotically stable and an upper
bound of the quadratic cost is minimised [10–12].
Recently, the potential of linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs) has been exploited in the context of GCC. The
main issue is to obtain a controller through the solution of
an LMI optimisation problem [12–14]. This allows a com-
putationally feasible solution of GCC problems. The GCC
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tings, but it has also been considered for decentralised
control of interconnected systems [15–17]. Reliability
issues have not been addressed in these references, where
a perfect functioning of the controllers is assumed.
When dealing with reliable control design, the GCC
approach seeks to ensure robust stability and to retain a
degree of performance in the presence of a class of failures.
A centralised reliable GCC has been designed by Yang et al.
[18] for a class of uncertain nonlinear systems without sub-
system interconnections. A condition for decentralised and
quadratic stabilisability has been given and used to
provide a solution of H2-norm optimisation problem [7].
A reliable state feedback controller is synthesised, within
the framework of LMI, for delayed systems with integral
quadratic constraints [9]. In these papers, system intercon-
nections are not considered. The classes of admissible fail-
ures have been usually modelled as outages [7, 9]. This
model considers the control set partitioned into one subset
with the actuators whose failures are admissible in the
control design and a complementary subset with the actua-
tors that are assumed to keep a normal operation [19]. A
more general failure scheme is considered [18], where
partial failures are also included.
The contribution of this paper is built by combining con-
cepts and tools from the settings considered earlier. This
paper develops a method for the design of decentralised
reliable GCC systems, using state feedback, for a class of
interconnected systems with norm-bounded parametric
uncertainties. The class of uncertainties is rather general
in the context of robust control [17, 20]. The system is
assumed to operate under failures described by extending
the model presented by Yang et al. [18] for the decentralised
setting considered here, which allows independent outage or
partial degradation in any single actuator of every decentra-
lised controller. This defines a rather general scenario for
the design of a decentralised control scheme for a class of
systems simultaneously under uncertainties and failures.
The control design is performed through two steps. First,
a sufficient condition for the existence of a decentralised
reliable GCC set is derived. Then, a feasible LMI procedure
is developed for the construction of the control set, allowing
its effective implementation. A numerical example shows
the efficiency of the controller.779
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AuTo the authors knowledge, there are no available results
in the literature coping jointly with reliable and robust
decentralised control for uncertain interconnected linear
systems with guarantee of stability and quadratic
performance.
2 Problem statement
Consider a class of system decomposed into N intercon-
nected subsystems Si described by the following equations
_xiðtÞ ¼ DAiðtÞxiðtÞ þ DBiðtÞuiðtÞ þ
XN
j=i;j¼1
Gij gijðt; xjÞ ð1Þ
with initial conditions xi(0) ¼ xi0 for i ¼ 1, . . . , N. We
define xi [ R
ni and ui [ R
si as the state vector and the
control vector of the ith subsystem, respectively,
DAi [ R
nini as state matrix, DBi [ R
nisi as control
matrix, gij (t, xj) [ R
li as unknown interconnection vector
function and Gij [ R
nili as constant interconnection
matrix. It is assumed that the unknown vectors gij (t, xj)
are continuous and sufficiently smooth in xj and piecewise
continuous in t.
2.1 Uncertainties assumptions
The parameter uncertainties considered verify the so-called
matching-conditions [21] and are assumed to be of the
following form
DAiðtÞ ¼ Ai þ DiDiðtÞE1i
DBiðtÞ ¼ Bi þ DiDiðtÞE2i
ð2Þ
where Ai [ R
nini and Bi [ R
nisi are known state and
control matrices; Di, E1i and E2i are known constant
matrices of dimensions ni  mi, pi  ni and pi  si,
respectively.
Assumption 1: The unknown matrices functions Di (t) [
Rmipi satisfy Di
T(t)Di(t)  Ipi and Di(t)DiT(t)  Imi, for all
t  0.
Throughout the paper, Ip denotes the identity matrix with
dimension p.
2.2 Interconnections assumptions
Assumption 2: There exist known constant matrices Wij
such that, for all xj [ R
nj
jjgijðt; xjÞjj  jjWij xjjj
for all i, j and for all t  0, where k k denotes the Euclidean
norm.
Assumption 3: For all i,
P
j¼1, j=i
N Wji
TWji . 0.
These two assumptions involve only the unknown inter-
connection vector function gij, allowing a priori any con-
stant matrix Gij. Assumption 2 allows some linear
structure to gij in terms of the state vector xj. Assumption
3 will allow to have a well-posed LMI representation later
on. This uncertainty structure can represent parametric
uncertainties in a wide range of systems [20].
2.3 Failure model
Let ui
F [ Rsi denote the vector with the signals from the si
actuators that control the ith subsystem. Here, we consider780
thorized licensed use limited to: UNIVERSITAT POLITECNICA DE CATALUNYA. Dowthe following failure model
u
F
i ¼ Liui þfiðuiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N ð3Þ
where Li ¼ diag(li1, . . . , lisi) [ Rsisi is a diagonal
positive definite matrix. The uncertain function fi (ui) ¼
(fi1(ui1), . . . , fisi(uisi)) satisfies, for each i,
f2ij  g2iju2ij; j ¼ 1; . . . ; si ð4Þ
where gij  0. If (4) holds, then
jjfiðuiÞjj2  jjGiuijj2; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N ð5Þ
where Gi ¼ diag(gi1, . . . , gisi) [ Rsisi is a diagonal positive
semidefinite matrix.
The value of lij, for j ¼ 1, . . . , si, represents the percen-
tage of failure in the actuator j controlling the subsystem Si.
With this scheme, each subsystem actuator can fail indepen-
dently. If lij ¼ 1 and gij ¼ 0, it corresponds to the normal
case for the jth actuator of the ith subsystem (uij
F ¼ uij).
When this is true for all j, we have that Li ¼ Isi and
Gi ¼ 0, and it corresponds to the normal case in the ith
channel (ui
F ¼ ui). When lij ¼ gij, (3) and (4) covers the
outage case (uij
F ¼ 0) because fij ¼ 2lijuij satisfy (4).
The case fi (ui) ¼ 2Liui corresponds to the outage of the
whole controller of the ith system. Other cases correspond
to partial failures or partial degradations of the actuators.
2.4 Control objective
Consider the following quadratic cost function associated
with the system (1)
J ðx;uÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
ð1
0
xTi ðtÞQi xiðtÞ þ uTi ðtÞRiuiðtÞ
 
dt ð6Þ
where Qi [ R
nini and Ri [ R
sisi are given constant sym-
metric positive definite matrices, for all i. The objective
of this paper is to design a set of decentralised feedback
control laws fui(t) ¼ Kixi (t), i ¼ 1, . . . , Ng for the intercon-
nected system (1) with uncertainties model (2), under
Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, in such a way that, in the presence
of the failures described by (3) and (4), the following
properties are satisfied
1.
XN
i¼1
 d
dt
x
T
i ðtÞPi xiðtÞ þ xTi ðtÞQi xiðtÞ þ uFi ðtÞTRiuFi ðtÞ

, 0
ð7Þ
This inequality leads to a bound for the cost function (6) in
the form J(x, uF)  J¯, where J¯ is some specified constant.
2. The closed-loop subsystems
_xiðtÞ ¼ DAiðtÞxiðtÞ þ DBiðtÞuFi ðtÞ þ
XN
j=i; j¼1
Gijgijðt; xjÞ
uFi ðtÞ ¼ LiuiðtÞ þfiðuiÞ ð8Þ
uiðtÞ ¼ K i xiðtÞ
are asymptotically stable for each i ¼ 1, . . . , N.
Definition 1: The set of above feedback control laws fui(t),
i ¼ 1, . . . , Ng is said to be a reliable GCC set.IET Control Theory Appl., Vol. 1, No. 3, May 2007
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The following known result is used in the control design.
Lemma 1 (Schur complement): Consider a symmetric
matrix
M ¼ M1 M2
MT2 M3
 
If M3 is invertible, S ¼ M12M2M321 M2T is the Schur
complement of M3 in M. Then
1. M , 0 if and only if M3 , 0 and S , 0.
2. If M3 , 0, then M  0 if and only if S  0.
3 Main results
The control design involves two steps. First, a sufficient
condition is obtained for the existence of a reliable GCC
set, in terms of a non-LMI. Second, an LMI procedure is
derived for the effective construction of the control set.
The currently known LMI characterisations are potentially
conservative in the sense that they use a common
Lyapunov function regardless of the parameters values. In
order to reduce conservatism, we use Assumption 1 to
obtain a parametric LMI that does not depend on the
system uncertainties.
3.1 Sufficient condition of existence
Theorem 1: Under Assumption 2, consider the system (1)
with the uncertainties (2) and the failure model (3) and
(4). Assume that there exist symmetric positive definite
matrices Pi [ R
nini and matrices Ki [ R
nisi such that,
for all admissible uncertainties Di(t), the inequality
Mi , 0 is satisfied, with
M i ¼
Pi PiGi1    PiGiN Ci
GTi1Pi I li    0 0
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
. ..
.
G
T
iNPi 0    I li 0
CTi 0    0 Ri  I si
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
ð9Þ
where Mi [ R
N¯N¯, N¯ ¼ ni þ (N2 1)li þ si and
Pi U A
T
i Pi þ Pi Ai þ
X
j¼1; j=i
WTjiW ji þ KTi G 2i K i þ Ri
Ai U DAi þ DBiLiK i
Ri U Qi þ KTi LiRiLiK i
Ci U PiðBi þ DBiÞ þ RiK iLi
ð10Þ
Then, the set of control laws fui(t) ¼ Kixi(t), i ¼ 1, . . . , Ng
is a reliable GCC set. In this case, the corresponding value
of the cost function (6) satisfies
J ðx; uFÞ , J U
XN
i¼1
xTi0Pi xi0
Proof: Let us consider the state feedback control ui ¼ Ki xi
and the final actual controls after failures ui
F (3). ByIET Control Theory Appl., Vol. 1, No. 3, May 2007
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systems
_xi ¼ DAi xi þ DBiðLiK i xi þfiðK i xiÞÞ þ
XN
j¼1; j=i
Gij gijðxjÞ
ð11Þ
Suppose that there exist symmetric positive definite
matrices Pi . 0 such that (9) and (10) hold for all admissi-
ble uncertainties. In order to prove the asymptotic stability
of the closed-loop systems (11), consider the Lyapunov
function candidate
V ðxÞ U
XN
i¼1
x
T
i Pi xi ð12Þ
where xT ¼ (x1T, . . . , xNT). Note that V(x) . 0 holds as Pi . 0
for all i ¼ 1, . . . , N, whenever x= 0. In contrast, the time
derivative satisfies
d
dt
V ¼
XN
i¼1
x
T
i ½ðDAi þDBiLiK iÞTPi þPiðDAi þDBiLiK iÞxi
þ
XN
i¼1
½fTi DBTi Pixi þ xTi PiDBifi
þ
XN
i¼1
X
j=i
Gijgij
 !T
Pixi þ xTi Pi
X
j=i
Gijgij
 !" #
ð13Þ
Consider zi
T ¼ (xiT, gi1T , . . . , giNT , fiT)T. Then, (13) becomes
d
dt
V ¼
XN
i¼1
zTi Vizi þ
X
j=i
gTijgij þfTi fi
" #
ð14Þ
where Vi is defined by
Vi ¼
ATi Pi þ Pi Ai PiGi1    PiGiN PiDBi
G
T
i1Pi I li 0    0
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
. ..
.
GTiNPi 0    I li 0
DBTi Pi 0    0 I si
0
BBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCA
By Assumption 2
gTijgij  xTj WTijWij xjXN
i¼1
X
j=i
gTijgij 
XN
i¼1
X
j=i
xTj W
T
ijWij xj
¼
XN
i¼1
xTi
X
j=i
WTjiWji
 !
xi
Therefore
XN
i¼1
X
j=i
g
T
ijgij 
XN
i¼1
x
T
i Wi xi  0 ð15Þ
where Wi U
P
j=iWji
TWji. In contrast, using the failure
model inequality (5) with ui ¼ Kixi, we have
fTi fi  xTi KTi G 2i K i xi ð16Þ
781
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AutBy using
P
i¼1
N xi
TWixi and xi
TKiGi
2Kixi in (14), we obtain
d
dt
V ¼
XN
i¼1
zTi
Vizi þ
XN
i¼1
X
j=i
gTijgij 
XN
i¼1
xTi Wi xi
þ
XN
i¼1
ðfTi fi  xTi KTi G 2i K i xiÞ
where V¯i is defined by
Vi U
ATi Pi þ Pi Ai þWi þ KTi G 2i K i PiGi1   
G
T
i1Pi I li 0
..
. ..
. . .
.
G
T
iNPi 0   
DBTi Pi 0   
0
BBBBBBB@
   PiGiN PiDBi
..
. ..
. ..
.
I li 0
   0 I si
1
CCCCA
If V¯i , 0 holds, taking into account (15) and (16), we
have d/dt V , 0 and the closed-loop systems (11) are
asymptotically stable. The matrix V¯i can be decomposed
as V¯i ¼ Mi2Ni, where
N i ¼
Qi þ KTi LiRiLiK i 0    0 KTi LiRi
0 0
..
. . .
. ..
.
0 0
RiLiK i 0    0 Ri
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA
Using Lemma 1 for matrix Ni, it is easy to see that V¯i , 0.
Next, we are going to prove the inequality (7) and to
obtain a bound for the cost function J(x, uF). By substituting
ui
F ¼ LiKixi þfi into (7), we have
XN
i¼1

d
dt
ðxTi Pi xiÞ þ xTi ðQi þ KTi LiRiLiK iÞxi
þfTi Rifi þfTi RiLiK i xi þ xTi KTi LiRifi


XN
i¼1
z
T
i M izi , 0 ð17Þ
Inequality (17) holds by the assumptions given in (9).
Furthermore, from (17), the inequality
XN
i¼1
½xTi Qi xi þ ðuFi ÞTRiuFi  , 
XN
i¼1
d
dt
ðxTi Pi xiÞ
holds. By integrating both sides from 0 to 1 and using that
V(x(t))! 0 when t ! 1 (by asymptotic stability), we have
J ðx; uFÞ , J U
XN
i¼1
xið0ÞTPi xið0Þ ð18Þ
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. A
Remark 1: So far, we have designed a reliable GCC assum-
ing the existence of matrices Pi and Ki satisfying (9). Note
that the bound J¯ in (18) depends on the failure model, asMi
depends on the matrices Gi and Li in (9).782
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We now present the LMI design approach to the construc-
tion of the above reliable GCC set. The main objective
is to obtain a feasible LMI that does not depend on the
uncertainties. In fact, this LMI is a parametric LMI.
These parameters are introduced as variables in the numeri-
cal resolution, reducing the conservatism in the control
design. The following additional assumption is introduced.
Assumption 4: There exist known constants di . 0 such that
0 , E2iðI si  RiÞ
1ET2i , diIpi for i ¼ 1; . . . ; N :
This assumption introduces some restriction on the
control weighting matrices Ri in the cost function (6) and
on the uncertainties E2i of the control matrices in (2).
This means that we loose some freedom in prescribing the
control performance to achieve a reliable control.
Theorem 2: Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4, suppose that
there exist constant parameters b1i . 0, b2i . 0, b3i . 0,
di . 0, symmetric positive definite matrices Xi [ R
nini
and matrices Yi [ R
sini such that the LMI
H i1 H i2
H
T
i2 H i3
 !
, 0 ð19Þ
is feasible for each i ¼ 1, . . . , N, where
H i1 ¼ AiX i þ X iATi þ BiðI si  RiÞ
1LiY i
þ YTi LiB^Ti þ
X
j=i
GijG
T
ij þ BiðI si  RiÞ
1
B
T
i
þ ðdi þ b1i þ b2i þ b3iÞDiDTi
H i2 ¼ ðX iET1i;X i;X i;Y iLiET2i;YTi Gi;YTi Li;YTi LiRi;
Y
T
i LiRiðI si  RiÞ
1
E
T
2i;BiðI si  RiÞ
1
E
T
2iÞ
H i3 ¼ diagðb1i Ini ;W
1
i ;Q1i ;b1i Ini ;I si ;
R1i ;Ri  I si ;b2i I si ;b3i I siÞ
ð20Þ
In this case, the decentralised linear state feedback control
laws
uiðtÞ ¼ K i xiðtÞ ¼ Y iX1i xiðtÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N ð21Þ
are a reliable GCC set and
J ðx; uFÞ , J U
XN
i¼1
xTi0X
1
i xi0 ð22Þ
Proof: The proof basically consists on proving that, under
the assumptions of Theorem 2, Theorem 1 is satisfied.
Thus, the existence of the reliable GCC set is ensured
and, moreover, the matrices Pi and Ki are characterised by
an LMI. First, we decompose Mi in (9) in the following
form
M i ¼
M i1 M i2
MTi2 M i3
 !
where Mi1 ¼ Pi, Mi2 ¼ (PiGi1, . . . , PiGiN, Ci) and
Mi3 ¼ diag(2Ili, . . . ,2Ili, Ri2 Isi). We have to prove
that there exist matrices Pi and Ki such that Mi , 0 holds.IET Control Theory Appl., Vol. 1, No. 3, May 2007
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M i1 M i2M1i3 MTi2 , 0
M i3 , 0 and invertible
	
The second condition Mi3 , 0 holds if and only if
(Ri2 Isi) , 0 and invertible, but this is true by
Assumption 4.
The first conditionMi12Mi2Mi3
21Mi2
T , 0 can be written
in the form
Pi þ
X
j=i
PiGijG
T
ijPi CiðRi  I siÞ
1CTi , 0 ð23Þ
In order to prove the inequality (23), two main difficulties
have to be faced: (i) the presence of the uncertain matrices
Di(t) in Pi; (ii) the fact that it is nonlinear in Pi and Ki. By
using Assumptions 1 and 4 and applying a standard
matrix inequality (ATBþ BTA  bATAþ 1/bBTB), [22]),
we obtain an inequality that is independent of the uncertain-
ties. By introducing new matrices Xi and Yi such that
Pi U Xi
21 and Ki U YiXi
21, it can be proved by using
Schur complement that the inequality (23) is equivalent to
the linear inequality (19). Consequently, Theorem 2 is
proved [23]. A
The LMI (19) from Theorem 2 is a parametric LMI on di,
bli, b2i and b3i. To reduce the conservatism, they are con-
sidered as variables to obtain the reliable GCC for uncertain
interconnected systems.
In order to implement the proposed decentralised control
set, we have to solve the following problem
Si0 : Given an initial value xi0; find
ðX i;Y i;bi1;bi2;bi3; diÞ such that ð19Þ and ð20Þ
is feasible ð24Þ
The bound of the cost function (22) is dependent on the
initial conditions. To remove this dependence, we assume
that the initial condition is a zero-mean random variable
with E(xi0
T xi0) ¼ Id, where E(.) denotes the expectation
operator. Thus, the cost bound can be written as
E(J ) ,
P
i¼1
N tr(Xi
21), where tr(.) denotes the trace function.
We consider a symmetric matrix Zi such that Zi . Xi
21. The
problem to solve is now, for each i ¼ 1, . . . , N
Si : Minimise trðZ iÞ over ðX i;Yi;bi1;bi2;bi3; di;Z iÞ
satisfyingð19Þ and ð20Þ and
Z i Ini
Ini X i
 !
, 0 ð25Þ
This problem has an additional variable and an additional
LMI to solve, but the result is more general than in the
case of problem Si0.
4 Controller synthesis
In this section, the steps to solve the reliable GCC problem
are discussed. The final goal is to find a feasible solution for
the gain matrices and to get a bound for the performance
criterion.
Step 1: Define the failure model, the uncertainty model and
the interconnection model. It is necessary to know a priori
what type of system failures are admitted. It is also necess-
ary to fix the matrices that decompose the system uncertain-
ties (recall that a certain degree of freedom is allowed toIET Control Theory Appl., Vol. 1, No. 3, May 2007
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Assumptions 1, 2 and 3.
Step 2: Choose the cost function, which must satisfy
Assumption 4. In particular, the cost matrices Ri have to
satisfy the condition (Isi2 Ri)
21 . 0. This is easy to
verify by a change of variables.
Step 3: Are the initial states xi0 fixed for each i?
Step 3.1: If yes, solve the problem Si0 in (24). It is necessary
to solve the LMI’s (19) and (20) from Theorem 2. If a
solution is available, obtain the gain matrix Ki for each
system Si, i ¼ 1, . . . , N and the cost bound J¯. If the
LMI’s (19) and (20) are not feasible, then revise the uncer-
tainty and failure models. It may be necessary to restrict
these models with the aim of having a feasible solution of
the problem Si0.
Step 3.2: If the initial states are not fixed, then solve the
problem Si in (25), with the same restrictions that are in
step 3.1.
5 Design example
Consider the interconnected uncertain system (1) with three
subsystems S1, S2 and S3. Each subsystem has two states
and one control input, with matrices
S1:
A1 ¼
0:1 0
0 1
 
;B1 ¼
2
1
 
G12 ¼
0:01
0
 
;G13 ¼
0
0:1
 
8>>><
>>>:
9>>>=
>>>;
S2:
A2 ¼
0:1 1
0 1
 
;B2 ¼
1
0:5
 
G21 ¼
0:04
0
 
;G23 ¼
0
0:1
 
8>>><
>>>:
9>>>=
>>>;
S3:
A3 ¼
1 0:1
1 1
 
;B3 ¼
1
1
 
G31 ¼
0
0:2
 
;G32 ¼
0
0:1
 
8>>><
>>>:
9>>>=
>>>;
The interconnection vectors gij (t, xj) are bounded by
Wij ¼ diag(0.1, 0.1) for all i, j ¼ 1, 2, 3, while the uncertain
matrices in (2) are
Di ¼
0:1 0
0 0
 
; E1i ¼ 0 1

 
; E2i ¼ ½0:1
DðtÞ ¼ 0:1 sinðtÞ 0:1
 T
We consider the cost matrices Ri ¼ [0.7] and Qi ¼
diag(0.01, 0.01) and the initial states xi0 ¼ [1, 0.5]T for
i ¼ 1, 2, 3.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
reliable control algorithm, we first consider the nominal
control design assuming an ‘ideal’ scenario in which no
actuator failures will occur. Then, by solving the problem
Si0 in (24), with Li ¼ 1 and Gi ¼ 0 for i ¼ 1, 2, 3, the
following control gain matrices are obtained
KN1 ¼ ½2:10;9:94
KN2 ¼ ½2:34;15:97 ð26Þ
KN3 ¼ ½10:29;20:98
The resulting cost bound is J¯ideal ¼ 7.11.
Consider now the objective of designing the proposed
reliable control scheme for a failure scenario described by783
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Authe following model
S1: u
F
1 ¼ 0:5u1 þ f1; f21  0:12u21
S2: u
F
2 ¼ 0:9u2 þ f2; f22  0:32u22 ð27Þ
S3: u
F
3 ¼ 0:7u3 þ f3; f23  0:22u23
This means that the designer allows a failure of the order of
50% in the actuator of system S1 with an error of the order
of 10%. The tolerances assumed for the other actuators are
interpreted in the same way.
With this aim, we apply the design procedure of Section
4, where the parameters defined in (3) and (4) are: L1 ¼ 0.5,
G1 ¼ 0.1, L2 ¼ 0.9, G2 ¼ 0.3, L3 ¼ 0.7, G3 ¼ 0.2. Solving
the problem Si0 in (24), we obtain the control gain matrices
KR1 ¼ ½4:38;20:62
KR2 ¼ ½2:69;19:38 ð28Þ
KR3 ¼ ½12:14;27:68
with the cost bound J0 ¼ 8.14.
Three numerical experiments are performed for three
operation modes.
1. Ideal mode, where the nominal controllers KN (26) are
implemented in an operation without failures.
2. Failure mode, where the nominal controllers KN (26) are
implemented in an operation under the failures described in
(27).
3. Reliable control failure mode, where the reliable control-
lers KR (28) are implemented in an operation under the
failures described in (27).
Figs. 1 and 2 show the state x11 and the control signal u1
of system S1, respectively, for these three modes. Similar
patterns are observed for the states and control signals of
systems S2 and S3, which are not shown here for the sake
of brevity.
We observe that the nominal control clearly deteriorates
its ideal performance when operating under failures.
The state response has a significant overshoot and has a
slower response when compared with the ideal case,
whereas the control signal requires a significantly larger
magnitude. When using the reliable control, we notice
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of working under the same failures, being very close to
the one obtained in the ideal case. As Fig. 2 shows, the
control effort in this case has a bigger initial magnitude
than for the nominal cases, quickly approaching the ideal
control signals.
These results illustrate the satisfactory behaviour of the
proposed reliable control scheme. According to the design
objectives, the control ensures the stability and a quadratic
performance criterion under a computed bound for the
assumed uncertainties and the admitted failure scenario.
Regarding the performance bound, it is interesting to
compare both values J¯ideal ¼ 7.11 and J¯0 ¼ 8.14 for the
nominal and the reliable control, respectively. The bigger
value of the bound for the reliable case is understandable,
as the control is designed to keep stability and performance
in spite of possible failures, so a worse performance is
reasonably expected. In the numerical example, this worse
performance seems to be related to the bigger initial
control magnitude required to keep the state under failures
close to the ideal response.
This example has illustrated a control design in which the
initial states xi0 are known, which corresponds to the
problem Si0 in (24). If the initial conditions are not pre-
scribed, the problem Si in (25) must be solved. In this
case, the computed bounds result in J 0ideal ¼ 26.24 and
J 00 ¼ 29.57, respectively, which are bigger than the values
J ideal ¼ 7.11 and J0 ¼ 8.14, respectively. These bigger
values are expected because this design covers all possible
initial states.
The LMI’s (19), (20) and (25) have been solved using
MATLAB’s LMI Control Toolbox.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, a solution of a reliable GCC problem for a
class of linear interconnected systems with norm-bounded
parameter uncertainties has been presented. Failures are
described by a model that considers possible outage or
partial failures in every actuator of each decentralised con-
troller. The control design involves two steps. First, a suffi-
cient condition is given for the existence of a decentralised
reliable GCC set. Second, this control is effectively
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Authconstructed by means of a feasible LMI optimisation
problem. A key point in the control design has been the for-
mulation of an LMI characterisation, which uses assump-
tions over model uncertainties to remove the parameter
dependence of the control characterisation. The design pre-
sented in this paper shows that the presence of control fail-
ures imposes some restrictions in the definition of the cost
function to be bounded. Specifically, some freedom is lost
in the selection of the control weighting matrices. Thus,
the designer can take some trade-off between control per-
formance and admitted reliability. A numerical example
has been included to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed
decentralised control approach to ensure stability and per-
formance in the presence of both control failures and para-
metric uncertainties.
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